KIT
Parent receives an email
from Service inviting them to
create a profile.

PAR E N T

G R O UP L E ADE R

WEB

Based on demographics and
browsing activity, social
networks will advertise
Captain to potential group
leaders who may be
interested in purchasing.

WEB

WEB

Parent fills out consent
forms, emergency contact
information, and other
guardian-specific
information.

Group leader purchases
service package and inputs a
list of group members and
their/their guardian’s email
addresses.

Student receives an email
from Service inviting them to
create a profile.

STUDENT

M O B IL E
KIT

KIT

WEB

Packing Kit arrives at
family’s home and includes
instructions for parent to
download mobile app.

M O B IL E
KIT

Group leader receives his kit
and instructions for
downloading the app, plus
detailed instructions for
using the service while on
the trip.

1 0 M O N T HS

9 M O N T HS

7 M O N T HS

2 MONTHS

1 MONTH

A group leader decides to plan a trip
for her students

A tour company is contracted to
manage transportation,
accomdations, and activities

Trip details are announced to
potential student members, signups
for the trip begin

Signups close and a final list of
participants is assembled. Deposits
for each member are collected by the
tour company, students are told to
begin passport forms

Forms and necessary documents are
released by the trip leader:

Trip money is due, info meetings are
scheduled and held, forms and
passport copies are due to Group
Leader

Captain makes it easy to
collect these forms online.

M O B IL E

Captain makes it easy to
collect these forms online.

Group leader uses app to
send students and parents a
final push reminder that
night to remind everyone to
bring their travel documents
and to be on time the next
morning.

Student recieves push
notification with a reminder
to pack important travel
documents and a reminder
of the meeting time in the
AM

Student receives Packing Kit
and is excited to explore its
contents. He also receives
information about signing up
with the mobile app, which
he does.

1 Y E AR

health forms
immunizations
insurance authorizations
permission forms
conduct agreements
passport copies

Parent receives a notification
when their child’s Loop is
activated, letting them know
that they’ll receive status
updates throughout the trip.

Parent receives push
notification to make sure
student has important travel
documentation and a
reminder of the meeting time
in the AM.

M O B IL E

Student submits Conduct
Agreement, Personal
Information Forms, and
Travel Documents as
appropriate.

Parent ensures that students
pack the kit items.

KIT

Student packs all of the
travel accessories included
in the kit in their carry-on
luggage so they’ll have them
in transit.

M O B IL E
LO O P

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

Group uses app to confirm
that all students have placed
and connected their Loops

Group leader stands on the
other side of checkpoint and
watches as students are
checked off on the app as
their bracelets pass through
the checkpoint.

Student places Loop on
wrist, and uses the mobile
app to connect the ID
number on the bracelet to
his profile.

LO O P

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

If Group Leader tries to move
away from the GPS
checkpoint before all group
members have checked in,
he receives an alert letting
him know that there are
missing group members.

Student passes through GPS
checkpoint, and the Loop
registers their arrival
through the checkpoint.

Group leader stands on the
other side of checkpoint and
watches as students are
checked off on the app as
their loops pass through the
checkpoint.

LO O P

If Group Leader tries to move
away from the GPS
checkpoint before all group
members have checked in,
he receives an alert letting
him know that there are
missing group members.

M O B IL E

Group Leader sends a push
notification to students,
reminding them that they
have 5 minutes to return to
the departure gate.

Student passes through GPS
checkpoint, and the Loop
registers their arrival
through the checkpoint.

Student receives notifcation
and hurries to the checkout
counter at the snack bar, and
returns to the gate just in
time

Group Leader can see these
small groups form on
Captain’s mobile app,
making it easy for him to see
who has stuck with whom.

LO O P

Group Leader stands at
entrance to the gate and taps
Loops with students one by
one as they enter the
boarding ramp to check
them in.

Small groups of students put
their Loops into pairing
mode and tap them together
to form smaller groups.

LO O P

Student passes the Group
Leader and they tap their
Loops together to check in.
Captain registers this

If Group Leader begins to
move away from the current
location without checking in
with all travelers, Captain will
send an alert to remind him
that there are unaccounted
members of the group.

High School Campus
N I G H T B E F O R E DE PA R T U R E

High School Campus
M O R N IN G O F DE PAR T UR E

Airport Departures Drop-off
4 . 25 HO UR S TO ↗

Terminal, Pre-Security
4 H O U R S TO ↗

Ticket Counter, Pre-Security
3.75 H O U R S TO ↗

Security Checkpoints
3. 2 5 H O U R S TO ↗

Concourse, Post-Security
2 .75 HO UR S TO ↗

Concourse
2 .75 HO UR S TO ↗

Departure Gate
2 . 5 HO UR S TO ↗

Departure Gate
75 M I N U T E S TO ↗

Departure Gate
60 M IN U T E S TO ↗

Departure Gate
1 5 M I N U T E S TO ↗

Final trip meeting is held; logistics
information is given to group
members + parents, and final
reminders of the Conduct Agreement
are given

Group members and leaders meet at
the school to do a pre-airport screen
of baggage to ensure a speedy move
through security checkpoints

Group members and leaders meet at
the school to form carpool groups and
do a final check for necessary
documents like passports

Group members arrive at the airport
and gather as a team outside of the
security checkpoint area

Group members enter the airport
terminal’s ticket counter area, presecurity and are given boarding
passes.

Large luggage is checked at the
baggage desks

Group members proceed through
security checkpoints and gather on
the opposite side of the screenings

Group members are recounted once
all have passed through security
checkpoints

Group members walk to departure
gate and establish a seating area in
the terminal

Group members are told to return 15
minutes before boarding begins, and
are released to purchase food in the
terminal

Group members reconvene and are
counted before lining up to begin
boarding

Passengers are boarded. Group leader
boards last, and before he boards he
asks the gate attendant to check the
passenger manifest to ensure that all
of the group members are already on
board.

Group leader walks the aisle of the
plane and counts group members one
more time before taking his seat.

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this final
check with the mobile app.

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this final
check with the mobile app.

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this final
check with the mobile app,
so no need to pace the
airplane counting heads!

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

Group leader stands on the
other side of checkpoint and
watches as students are
checked off on the app as
their bracelets pass through
the checkpoint.

If the Loop’s battery dies or
the paired phone fails to
connect to Captain’s servers
on landing, the Group Leader
will receive an alert letting
him know that a student isn’t
connected to Captain.

Students are contacted
directly through the app–
their Loops give them this
alert.

High School Campus
2 WEEKS

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this check
with the mobile app.

Parents receive a notification
when the plane takes off and
when it lands at the
destination.

M O B IL E

Students who fail to make
the meeting time can be
tracked and contacted
through Captain to check in.

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

↗
Flight departs the gate and takes off.

LO O P

Student passes through
checkpoint, and the RFID
chip in the bracelet registers
their move through the
checkpoint.

Group leader stands on the
other side of checkpoint and
watches as students are
checked off on the app as
their bracelets pass through
the checkpoint.

LO O P

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

If Group Leader tries to move
away from the GPS
checkpoint before all group
members have checked in,
he receives an alert letting
him know that there are
missing group members.

Parent receives notification
when child passes through
checkpoint.

Group leader stands on the
other side of checkpoint and
watches as students are
checked off on the app as
their bracelets pass through
the checkpoint.

Student passes through
checkpoint, and the RFID
chip in the bracelet registers
their move through the
checkpoint.

LO O P

Student passes through GPS
checkpoint, and the Loop
registers their arrival
through the checkpoint.

Group Leader stands at
entrance to the bus and taps
Loops with students one by
one as they enter the vehicle
to check them in.

LO O P

Student passes the Group
Leader and they tap their
Loops together to check in.
Captain registers this

Arrival Gate
20 MINUTES AFTER ↘

Customs + Security Checkpoints
45 MINUTES AFTER ↘

Terminal
1 HO UR AF T E R ↘

Baggage Claim
1.5 HOURS AFTER ↘

Baggage Claim
1 .75 H O U R S A F T E R ↘

Arrivals Pick-up
2 HOURS AFTER ↘

Group members gather as a team as
they exit the plane, remaining at the
arrival gate until all members are
present. Group members are counted.

Group members pass through
customs and gather on the other side
of the security checkpoint. Group
members are counted.

Group members walk to baggage
claim as a group.

Group members sort baggage and
make sure all bags on the carousel are
distributed.

Group members are counted before
moving outside the airport onto the
curb.

Group members board a tour bus or
public transportation.

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this final
check with the mobile app.

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this final
check with the mobile app.

Captain allows the Group
Leader to make this final
check with the mobile app.

If Group Leader begins to
move away from the current
location without checking in
with all travelers, Captain will
send an alert to remind him
that there are unaccounted
members of the group.

